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MICRON AND SUBMICRON PARTICLE FLUX ENHANCEMENT WITHIN THE EARTH'S 
MAGNETOSPHERE IIL CHARGED PARTICLE TRAPPING AND J3HANCED LIFETIME CRITERIA 
BE'IWEEN L VALUES 1.7 AND 3.0; T.W. H de and W.M. Alexander, Space Science Lab, Department of 
Physics, Baylor University, Waco, Texas 76798-7303, USA 

A wide range of particles, with varyin radii, h y e  been.shown.tq exist jn near earth orbit Un@l recently, the 
smallest of these were assumed to be the A& @ parhcles whch are m ~ t e d  mto near earth orbit dunng sohd rocket 
pro h t  burns. These particles were ori inall re rted to have radii between 0.1 p and 1.0 p (1) but recent 
evi&e sets the aarticle size ranee slid& hida.%tween 1.0 u. and 10.0 u. Analvsls of the data from the dust 
article experiment on Lunar E X ~ T O T ~  35 (2) showkd the moon t6 be a probable so& of micrpn/submicron size 

Punar electa. This conclusion was drawn from the detechon of a siQnificant change in the e x w e n t  event rate 
during"peri0ds associated with the passage of the earth/moon s s& through mayor annu$ keteor streams over a 
dau period of 5 consecutive years. This, combined with data &m the dust pamcle experiment on the Lunar 
Orbiter in se1emxentri.c. space, indicated that micron and submicron s@ lunar ejecta were leaving surface of the 
moon wth high velocities and fluxes ter than that of the syor$~ mterplanetary micrometeoro~ds. 

Initial investigations of the o r b i f i m c s  of micrm/su cron lunar ejecta have been reported (3). Recent 
studies have shown that a significant rcentage of these parhcles (with radii down to 0.01 p) wdl intercept the 
earth's rnagne aus surface, given proper combinaoon of article radius, index of refraction and lunar phase 
angle 4,5,6,73. In addition, those parhcles which intercept tl!e earth's ma etopause surface, do so in a Ume 
depe d ent "pulse". This has teen shown to represent a focusing effect of at K t  a factor of three but not more than 
six. Examination of retumed spacecraft surfaces have shown cratering caused by particles with radii less than 
0.1 p (9) and, therefore, strengthen the above theoretical stud The previously described "pulse", implies an 
influx of miaon/submimn particles to the earth's magneto Kere 

In addition, a smng correlation has e n  shoyn to exiss%ehv&n the total numbr of particles which intercept 
the earth's rnagnetpsphere surface and the mtersecuon of the moon with major meteor showers. Taken together 
with the above, thls readily leads to the possibility of a time dependent enhancement of the spatial density, in this 
particle size regime, in near earth space. However, since these micron/submim become charged during 
travel through lnte lane space, the forces which act on them after they cross =Is magnetopause surface, 
change radically. abce a&ed grain enters the earth's magnetosphere, the action of the char e dependent forces 
on the particle, w h  as the Lorentz and convective %forces, become a least as important in fetemining the 
particle's orbital characteristics as the gravitational or solar radiation pressure force. 

B e  the Loren? and the convechve.ctrag f o r m  are dependent upon the cle's velocity as well as the 
magnehc field magmtude at the intersechon pomt of the parhcle with the &agnetosphere. Therefore, when 
the charged grain enters the earth's mytosphere, these can quickly becane the dominant foroff determining the 
particle's orbital characteristics. This eads to a situation in which the charged grain can become durably tra ped 
due to its intuaction with the earth's ny etiq field Before this can occur, however, there are specific conttions 
wluch must be met by the charged parhcT. Fmt, the Lorenb force must be the dommant force actlng on the. 
pmcle when compared to all @a forces. Second, the particle's cyclouon penod must be small in companson to 
the earth's rnagneuc field corotahon period. F d y ,  the InagIEhC field acting on the article must be roughly 
constant ova the distance covered by the particle's Larmor radius. (This is common& known as the Alfven 
criteria). Figure 1 shows the durable ping region for charged grains satisfying all of these conditions. The data 
used to compile this graph assumes Lh%'L.€)rentz face exceeds the vitahop$ force b a factor of at least 100 

K t  comndrtlon) and &at the oarucle's 
cyclotron peribd is less th& 0.01 day (2nd 

, 10 condition). A constant ma etic field is also 
3 assumed (3rd condition). % can easdy be 
2 seen from the h, particles larger than 
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and as a result, cannot be durably trapped, 
I assumin t h . ~  conditions. In addihon, as 
.I u the L vake qcmses (where L defines the 

2 parhcle pqsih? on the surface of an 
mmagnehc dlpole field, using a standard B- 

q 0.1 L mdinate system), the max~mum grain 
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radius which can be durably trap 
L decreases. A grain with an L v ue 6f 10, 
k 

P 
for example, must have a maximum radius 

0.01 
less than 0.1 p, to be durably trap p" The above would seem to @p y, that for 

1 10 100 a spahal density enhancement m near earth 
L Value space to be relatively time in* n&nt, it 

would have to consst ofrE with radii 
Fig. 1. Durable papping region for particles satisfying less than 1.0 p and prob. 1 with radii less 

all trappmg criteria. than 0.1 p. Although th.1~ dm not preclude 
such an enhancement (smce as shown 

above, particles of lqmr origin with radii as small as 0.01 p can intercept the earth's magnetopause surface), it does 
create a situahon which is tly impossible tq venfy experimentall . No dust particle ex@ment.able.to detect 
the charge a par t ic le / f ie l~coons ,  for t h ~ ~  sue regune, has been iown to date. In soon, pamcles m this 
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size range, which reach the earth's upper atmosphere, are the most efficient particles for nucleation of H2 0 and 
thus are even more difficult to detect. 

However, a spatial density enhancement such as that described above, does not necessarily demand that 
d-le trappin of c-ed grains exist. Previously published results indicate that the enhancement of the spatial 
denslw. due t o e  mv~ouslv menuoned "oulse". IS on the ader of at least 2 to 3 m-tudes over the 
interphetary flux -calculated at 1 A.U. and could very well be greater, due to the ad&tional focusing caused by the 
  article's index of refraction (10). In addition. a recent studv shows that Darticles in this size reeime have velocities 

de nd-irpon the nature of tlk earth's rnagiietosphere (which is strongly n&-maiwellian, dcul&ly on the anti- 
S O ~  side of the earth) and the in-situ olasrna b e s .  Almost no ex~erimeental data concerning anv of these 
areas exists and as a ku l t ,  data from b analackharging mechanism inust be considered p-'t up6l yerifie+i 
experimentally. Although a e amount of research Into the charging char@eristics of 9 m thls slze regme 
has already been conducted (1 ,12,13,14,15), the results are of a rather dubnous nature =the problems 
discussed above. 

Both anal tic and experimental evidence suggests that orbital debris, in the micron size range, exists in near 
earth space. & debris can be produced by vanous sowces, includin solid mket motor bpn.~, secondary 
@c!e c o l l i s i ~  or ejecta 6rpm me- impacts on the lunar surface. h y t i c  evidence also ~nd~cates that 
submicron debns of lunar o n p  wdl mtercept the earth's magnetopause surface and therefore enter near earth 

ce. E x m e n t a l  evidence sup rting tlus premise has been reported. Since these grains are charged (no matter Eir onr), ty can become duraEy or uasl-durably trapped depending on their imhvidual characferisucs. This 
can res t, even or, particlq which do n&e d@l trap , in a sparial densi enhancemelt in near (anh 
space for p c l e s  m the rmcron/submimn regime, whc; is regvely time indepen ent . Further mvesugauons, 
both expenmental and theoretical are underway. 
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